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This invention relates to orthopedic devices used to 
brace the upper body during healing following the fr-ac 
ture of the clavicle bone. 
The clavicle is the bone at the upper front part of the 

shoulder joining the breastbone and shoulder blade. It 
is commonly called the -collarbone. A fracture of this bone 
allows the shoulder to drop downward, forward and in 
wardly, This in turn may cause an overlap of the bone 
portions. After the shoulder is raised toward its original 
position and the bone is properly set or immobilized for 
protection, the fracture will usually mend in between two 
to eight weeks. 
For many years various devices have been used to ac 

complish this purpose of setting and holding the bone in 
place. Such devices are illustrated in United States Patents 
Nos. 1,585,341, 1,755,641, 1,880,946, 1,917,106 and 
2,450,298. 
None of the above devices possesses the unique fea 

tures and attributes of the present invention. The present 
invention comprises a unitary preassembled clavicle splint 
which is adaptable to fit many dilferent sizes. Through 
combination of the proper materials it forms adequate 
bracing using far less material and causing less discom 
fort to the patient than prior devices. 
The invention further performs necessary functions 

which the less bulky prior art devices are unable to d0. 
It provides elevation ‘of shoulder, provides lateral traction 
and greater comfort due to its force being applied evenly 
over a larger area. 

These features are illustrated in the accompanying draw 
mgs: 
FIGURE 1 is a rear view of the splint on a patient; 
FIGURE 2 is a front view of the splint on the same 

patient; 
FIGURE 3 is a rear view of a modified form of the 

splint necessary for the larger size patients; 
FIGURE 4 shows the three elements comprising the 

splint; while 
FIGURE 5 shows the elements in cross-section. 
The frame of the splint is two web straps 10, 11 

which are crossed over and sewn together at their cross 
over point 12 near their ends. These web straps when 
assembled form a ligure-eight brace running over the 
shoulders and under the axillae. The ends of the straps 
10, 11 near the cross-over point 12 contain buckles 13, 
14 to which are attached the opposite end of the strap. 
Attached to the under side of the strap is a piece of 
orthopedic felt 15 surrounded by a stockinet 16. The three 
elements are firmly attached by threads 17 passing entire 
ly through the stockinet web Iand strap. The felt is at 
least 1A inch thick and between one and two and three 
fourths inches in width. It is lof sußïicient length to cover 
from behind and on top of the shoulder down the front 
of the shoulder and under the arm. 
The splint forms a substantial bulk as it passes under 

the axilla at point 18. When the arm of the patient is 
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lowered, this bulk will then act as a fulcrum pulling the 
top of the shoulder out and tending to hold the clavicle 
in the proper position. 
As seen in FIGURE 1, the figure eight design of the 

splint also tends to hold the two shoulders at the same 
level. It therefore tends t0 raise the injured shoulder to 
its original level, not merely to pull it back at its lowered 
level as other splints do. 

For the larger size patients a modiñed form is neces 
sary. This is indicated in FIGURE 3 where the buckles 
>do not attach to an end of the strap but are attached to 
the lower end of a vertical base strap 19 while the main 
straps 10 and 11 are attached to the upper end of this 
vertical strap. 
The combination of the bulky orthopedic felt 15 and 

the rugged webbed straps 10 and 11 further insure that 
an adequate force can be maintained on the injured limb 
without either undue discomfort or loss of rigidity due to 
the cloth straps stretching. 
Having described my invention, I claim: 
In a clavicle splint the Ácombination comprising 
(a) a non-elastic vertical base strap, 
(b) two non-elastic shoulder straps of textile material 

joined to each other at one end of each and both 
these joined to the upper end of the vertical base 
strap, 

(c) said shoulder straps each disposed at an acute equal 
angle to either side of the vertical, 

(d) two buckles at the lower end of the vertical base 
strap for connection with the free ends of the shoul 
der-straps, 

(e) a felt pad attached to each shoulder strap, 
(f) said felt pad enclosed within a stockinet, 
(g) said attachment of the felt pads, stockinets and 

shoulder straps being by stitching running the length 
of the pads, 

(h) said felt pads being of a length suñicient to pass 
>over the nape lof the neck of the wearer past the 
clavicular region and through the aXilla to the back, 

(i) said felt pad being of width and thickness suñì 
cient to supply the required force to the shoulder 
without excessive pressure and of suñicient bulk 
through the axilla to form a fulcrum to supply lateral 
traction on the Louter end of the clavicle when the 
arm is lowered along the side. 
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